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ABSTRACT
Multiparty videoconferencing with even a small number of
people is often infeasible due to the high network
bandwidth required. Bandwidth can be significantly
reduced if most of the advantages of using full-motion
video can be achieved with low-frame-rate video;
unfortunately, the impact of low-frame-rate video on
communication is relatively unexplored. We implemented
a multiparty videoconferencing system that supports fullmotion video, low-frame-rate video where the video is
updated only once every few seconds, and a hybrid scheme
where full-motion video is transmitted when the system
detects that a user is making a gesture and low-frame-rate
video is transmitted at all other times. We studied people
using our system for small-group discussions and found
that low-frame-rate video limited people’s ability to request
to speak or judge when to stop speaking. The hybrid
scheme, conversely, was as effective as full-motion video
for floor control, resulting in a similar number of speaker
changes, while using only ten percent of the bandwidth.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The most popular approach to synchronous distance
learning today is to broadcast the instructor and the visual
aids through a television network or the Internet [21]. To
promote classroom interaction, students can talk to the
instructor through a telephone, but the instructor and other
students cannot see the remote students. While this

approach has been used to educate thousands of remote
students at Stanford University [28], a survey of 41 faculty
members found that instructors dislike teaching students
whom they cannot see [4]. Classroom observations further
reveal that there is essentially no interaction with the
remote students [5].
A visual feedback channel from the remote students to
the instructor may promote greater classroom interaction
[22]. The feedback channel can be used for both awareness
and floor control. Awareness of the students’ facial
expressions, gestures, and postures allows an instructor to
adapt the teaching to the students’ current interest and
understanding. Floor control, typically expressed through
hand raising, allows students to indicate a desire to speak.
The feedback channel can be based on (1) the text medium,
such as Instant Messenger or chat [14][17], (2) the graphics
medium, such as iconic representation of communication
events [11] [14], or (3) the video medium [5][14].
Text and graphics feedback channels require very little
network bandwidth, but students must perform explicit
actions to communicate. For example, they may have to
press a key to trigger a hand icon to indicate the desire to
speak or click on an emoticon to express a puzzled look.
Usage studies suggest that ephemeral feedback such as a
fleeting smile or feedback that has a rigid timing
requirement such as laughter after a joke may not be
transmitted if explicit action is required [11]. People are
also reluctant to explicitly express negative attitudes toward
another [22]. Instructors are thus unlikely to see emoticons
indicating that students are bored. An additional problem is
that text and iconic channels do not transmit the appearance
of the participants, a cue that is important when people
interact with strangers [22], as is the case in many class
settings.
A video feedback channel does not require participants
to make all communicative actions explicit and conveys the
appearance of the participants; however, the high network
bandwidth required to stream full-motion video limits its
deployment.
The goal of our research is to explore whether it is
possible to achieve most of the benefits of full-motion
video at significantly lower frame rates for remote

classrooms. Our hypothesis is that the visual cues
necessary for classroom interaction do not need to be
updated at the same rate. For example, while full-motion
video is necessary for seeing a fleeting facial expression,
low-frame-rate video may suffice for seeing posture
changes.
While floor control signals may require
immediate transmission, delayed delivery of awareness
cues may still have value.
To test our hypothesis, we implemented a multiparty
videoconferencing system that supports full-motion video,
low-frame-rate video where the video is updated only once
every few seconds, and a hybrid scheme where full-motion
video is transmitted when the system detects that a user is
making a gesture and low-frame-rate video is transmitted at
all other times. We studied people using our system for
small-group discussions and found that the gesturesensitive scheme was as effective for floor control as using
full-motion video while requiring only a fraction of the
bandwidth.
We begin by describing approaches to low-bandwidth
videoconferencing and studies on the minimum frame rate
necessary for effective communication. Next, section 3
describes the implementation of our gesture-sensitive
conferencing system. Then, section 4 describes our user
study and the findings. We conclude with a discussion of
our results.

2. RELATED WORK
The required network bandwidth for videoconferencing can
be lowered by using more efficient compression algorithms
or by reducing the frame rate.

2.1. Low-bandwidth Video Compression
Discrete cosine transform (DCT) is used in most
videoconferencing systems. A modern DCT compressor
requires roughly 100 Kbps for a 320x240x15 fps video of a
person’s upper body [5]. If a DCT compressor is used
below its target data rate, the video image may contain
blocking artifacts and motions may appear jerky.
Two alternative approaches to DCT have been
developed for extremely low bandwidth videoconferencing.
The first approach encodes only the outlines of an image,
the second approach encodes parameters to animate a 3D
model of a person’s head. Studies have shown that people
can recognize the identity and facial expression of a person
by the outlines of facial features [3][23]; thus, a colored
image can be quantized into a binary image and only the
edges in the binary image need to be encoded. A modern
implementation of this idea delivers usable video at less
than 10 Kbps [16].
The second approach analyzes a person’s facial
movements, transmits a description of the movements, and
animates a 3D graphics model of the person’s head at the
remote end. The MPEG committee is standardizing this
approach [27] and a modern implementation delivers

usable video at less than 1 Kbps [8]. A drawback of this
approach is that the animated person may not look natural
since it is difficult to capture every nuance of the person’s
facial expression.
The DCT, the feature-outline, and the model-animation
approach to video encoding do not use gesture information;
thus, these approaches may be combined with our gesturesensitive algorithm to achieve even lower data rates.

2.2. Minimum Required Frame Rate
The required network bandwidth can be lowered also by
lowering the frame rate. The Portholes project has
demonstrated that a frame rate as low as one update every
five minutes can provide awareness in a work environment
[7]; however, a direct application of this idea to remote
classrooms may not be sufficient. Students often signal the
desire to speak by raising their hands; this signal would be
excessively delayed if transmitted through a Porthole-like
system and the delayed delivery of floor control signals
may disturb the instructional dialogue [14]. We augment a
Porthole-like system to transmit floor control signals
without delay.
Results of user ratings suggest that 5 fps is a lower
bound on the acceptable frame rate. Tang and Isaacs
reported that people rated 5 fps as tolerable [24]. Watson
and Sasse found that audio and video is not perceived as
synchronized at less than 5 fps [25].
Studies of user behavior found little difference in task
outcome or communication behavior when the frame rate is
lowered from 25 fps to 5 fps. Masoodian et al. studied
pairs of people solving a jigsaw puzzle via a 5 and a 25 fps
videoconferencing system and found that the frame rate had
no effect on task completion time, number of utterances,
amount of overlapping speech, number of speaker changes,
or number of floor change attempts [18]. Jackson et al.
studied pairs and groups of four people creating a tourist
poster via a 5 and 25 fps videoconferencing system [13].
They found that the frame rate had no effect on the quality
of the poster or the number of words spoken; however, they
did find a small increase in the number of speaker changes
when two people conferenced at 25 fps.
Experiments have also shown that lowering the frame
rate from 25 to 15 and 5 fps does not decrease a person’s
understanding of the content of the video [10]. In fact,
comprehension sometimes increased at 5 fps.
Studies reviewed so far suggest that 5 fps may be the
minimum required frame rate; however, experiments have
also shown that video can be useful at 1 fps. For example,
novices were able to learn American Sign Language (ASL)
at 1 fps and once they had learned it, they were able to
recognize ASL gestures as effectively at 1 fps as at 30 fps
[15].
All studies reviewed so far examined the effect of
constant-frame-rate conditions, while our study examined
the effect of non-uniform-frame-rate conditions.

3. DESIGN OF A GESTURE-SENSITIVE
VIDEOCONFERENCING SYSTEM
We implemented a multiparty videoconferencing system
that allows dozens of students to take a class from different
locations. Each student, as well as the instructor, attends
the class via a personal computer. Figure 1 shows the user
interface. Note that all participants in the class are shown
in a video grid. The usage model is that all participants can
be seen and heard at all times.
Section 3.1 explains why we use reliable transmission
for low-frame-rate video, section 3.2 describes a robust
gesture-detection algorithm, and section 3.3 compares the
required network bandwidth at different frame rates. The
implementation framework is described in [5].

3.1. Reliable Streaming of Low-update Video
Most videoconferencing systems use user datagram
protocol (UDP) for streaming full-motion video. UDP does
not guarantee successful data delivery; however, since fullmotion video has strong frame-to-frame coherence, an
occasional frame dropping due to unsuccessful data
delivery may not be noticeable [6].
Our system uses reliable UDP for streaming low-update
video. We implemented a user level transmission control
protocol (TCP) on top of UDP. This implementation was
necessary since the native TCP’s congestion control may
unnecessarily limit transmission bandwidth.
We use reliable UDP for three reasons. First, users may
not perceive the additional latency incurred by data
retransmission since the network latency is a small fraction
of the total latency if the video is updated once every few
seconds.
Second, the failed transmission of a single frame may
cause confusion in a classroom. For example, from our
user study, we found that a raised hand does not stay up for
more than a few seconds. If the video update time is
comparable to the average time a hand remains raised, then
a raised hand may be contained only in a single video
frame. Suppose a student raises his hand and this frame is
delivered to all the students but not to the instructor. The
instructor, not seeing the raised hand, continues to lecture;
the students not knowing of the failed transmission may
think that the instructor is unresponsive, and the student
with the raised hand may feel ignored.
Lastly, reliable UDP saves bandwidth in low-update
video. Note in Figure 3a that I-Frames (compressed frames
that reference only the current frame) are roughly ten times
larger than P-Frames (compressed frames that reference
previous frames). If an I-Frame is lost or corrupted, the
following P-Frames will be incorrectly decoded, typically
resulting in a “ghostly” image; thus, I-Frames are sent
every few seconds to minimize error propagation. Lowupdate UDP streaming may send a frame once every few

Figure 1. Screen shot of our multiparty videoconferencing
user interface.

seconds, and a significant number of these frames should
be I-Frames to limit the time an incorrect frame is
displayed. If the streaming framework guarantees delivery,
only the first frame needs to be an I-Frame.

3.2. Gesture Detection Algorithm
Within the computer vision community, the goal of using
computers to detect, identify, and interpret human behavior
has become a central research topic [20]. A review of the
state-of-the-art in gesture tracking and recognition
algorithms can be found in [9][19]. These algorithms are
often designed with a limited assumption about the scene
so that they can be useful for a wide range of applications;
furthermore, the algorithms must minimize both false
positive and false negative identifications. We use two
assumptions to make our algorithm robust while the
required computation is minimized. First, we assume that
each camera will see a head and shoulder view of a single
person. Further, we assume that the background behind
any one person will not undergo rapid changes most of the
time since the person is attending a class. This assumption
allows us to detect hand motion using only motion cues
instead of using both motion and color cues. Algorithms
that use both motion and color cues often do not run in
realtime [19]. Second, our algorithm only needs to
minimize false negative identifications since the penalty for
a false positive identification is a modest increase in
bandwidth. This assumption simplifies the selection of
threshold values in our gesture-detection algorithm and,
consequently, allows us to use relatively coarse-grained
computer vision processing to minimize computational
load.
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Figure 2. Gesture-detection algorithm. The top row of
images shows an input frame, the pixel-by-pixel difference
of this frame with respect to the previous frame, and the
pixel difference after the erosion filter is applied. The
second row of images shows the same processing pipeline
when a hand is raised. The graph shows the frame-byframe value of the sum of the frame difference and the sum
of the eroded frame difference for a representative video.
The person was initially sitting very quietly, next he moved
back and forth in his chair, and finally he raised and then
dropped his hand.
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Figure 2 illustrates our gesture-detection algorithm. For
each video frame, a video analysis module computes the
pixel-by-pixel difference between the input frame and the
previous frame. Next, an erosion filter is applied to the
pixel difference. The erosion filter sets each pixel to the
minimum value of that pixel and its eight neighbors. The
effect of the erosion filter is to remove spurious pixels such
as those from noise and to thin out the difference between
the two frames. The erosion filter is applied four times, a
number that we empirically determined to give good
results. Note in Figure 2 that when a person slightly
changes body position, any frame difference is essentially
gone after erosion, whereas the erosion filter does not erase

c) gesture-sensitive videoconferencing
Figure 3. Size of compressed frames for full-motion, lowupdate, and gesture-sensitive videoconferencing.
All
frames are 320 by 240 pixels and compressed using
Microsoft’s MPEG4 codec.

the motion of a hand being raised. Finally, the module
sums the pixel values of the eroded frame and if this value
exceeds a threshold, this frame is compressed and
transmitted.
The algorithm just outlined cannot distinguish large
body movements from hand motion since the erosion filter

may not filter out all body movements. Our usage model
assumes that each camera will capture a head and shoulder
shot of a single person; we use this a priori information to
distinguish types of motion in the eroded frame.
Observation of the eroded frame has shown us that hand
motion typically causes a concentrated pixel difference in a
single region while large body motion causes the eroded
frame to show a pixel difference in many regions scattered
over a larger area. For the eroded frame difference, the
area of the bounding box containing non-zero pixel
difference is computed, and only when this area is less than
a threshold will it be considered as a possible hand motion.
We have tested this algorithm for a variety of different
users and under a variety of lighting conditions and have
found it to be robust.
Figure 2 shows that a hand raise or a hand drop causes a
spike in the graph of the eroded frame difference. We have
used this characteristic to implement an ultra-lowbandwidth conferencing system that conveys only hand
raises and hand drops. In this mode, instead of transmitting
at full-motion whenever hand motion is detected, a frame is
transmitted only at the end of each spike in the eroded
frame difference. We did not investigate this ultra-lowbandwidth mode in our user study.
We implemented our gesture-detection algorithm using
Intel’s Image Processing Library [26]. The algorithm uses
15% of the processor cycles of a Pentium III 500MHz to
process a 320 by 240 pixel video stream at 15 frames per
second.

3.3. Effect of Frame Rate on Bandwidth
Figure 3 shows the network bandwidth required for fullmotion video at 15 frames per second, low-update video at
1 frame every 5 seconds, and gesture-sensitive video. The
graph plots the network packet size of each frame for a 20second video sequence compressed using Microsoft’s
MPEG4 codec. The video sequence was representative of
the videos recorded in our user study.
The three large spikes in the full-motion condition
correspond to I-Frames. Low-update and gesture-sensitive
conditions use reliable transmission; thus, the compression
module does not generate any I-Frames after the initial IFrame. In the gesture-sensitive condition, the first spike
around frame 250 corresponds to a hand being raised and
the following spike corresponds to the dropping of the
hand. The largest compressed image for the full-motion,
the low-update, and the gesture-sensitive condition are 77
Kbits, 14 Kbits, and 17 Kbits, respectively. The average
bandwidths for the full-motion, the low-update, and the
gesture-sensitive condition are 108 Kbps, 2 Kbps, and 11
Kbps, respectively.
The actual bandwidth requirement of gesture-sensitive
conferencing will depend on the frequency of hand raising

and other gestures. From our user study, we found that one
hand being raised every 20 seconds per person would result
in a very lively discussion environment; thus, the expected
bandwidth in practice should still be significantly less than
that required for full-motion video.

4. USER STUDY ON THE IMPACT OF
FRAME RATE ON BEHAVIOR
The goal of this user study is to evaluate the impact of
frame rate on conversational behavior, specifically,
people’s ability to request to speak and to judge when to
stop speaking in a remote classroom environment.

4.1. Methodology
We used the task of group discussion. To suppress the
effect of subjects’ background knowledge, we chose a
simple topic to stimulate lively discussions. The discussion
scenario was that a successful software engineer in her late
twenties had recently been laid off. Having worked hard
since graduating, she wants to take a year off to travel. She
would prefer not to spend more than twenty-five thousand
dollars. The discussion topic was where she should go,
what she should do, and how she should do it frugally.
Eight groups of four people per group participated in
the discussion. The participants were current and recent
graduates of Stanford University. The people in each group
first met face to face in our lab and then each sat in front of
a computer and continued the conversation using our
videoconferencing software. The participants were told
that they should raise their hand to indicate a desire to
speak and that they should be called on before speaking.
The last person who spoke chose the next speaker. The
hand raising protocol was designed to create a polite but
lively discussion environment.
The three experimental conditions were full-motion at
15 frames per second, low-update at 1 frame every 5
seconds, and gesture-sensitive, where automatically
detected gestures were transmitted at full-motion and at all
other times frames were transmitted as in the low-update
condition. In a pilot user study, we also tested low-update
conditions at 1 frame every 5 minutes, as in the Portholes
system [7], and at 1 frame every 10 seconds; however,
users considered these frame updates as too infrequent to
be worth paying attention to. We did not try updates at a
rate higher than 1 frame every 5 seconds so the low-update
condition would have difficulties conveying gestures and
facial expressions. In summary, the full-motion condition
conveys facial expressions, gestures, and posture positions,
the gesture-sensitive condition conveys gestures and
posture positions, and the low-update condition conveys
posture positions.
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Figure 4. Average number of speaker change per minute
during the discussion.

Each video frame had a resolution of 320 by 240 pixels
and was captured using a LogiTech QuickCam Pro 3000
USB camera. We used 20-inch monitors and set the
display resolution at 640 by 480 pixels, so the videos of the
four participants covered the entire screen. For each of the
three conditions, a three-minute warm up preceded five
minutes of discussion. Each group held discussion using
all three conditions, and the order of the conditions was
counterbalanced.
The audio and video of each participant were recorded
using our software. After the discussion, participants filled
out a questionnaire and were interviewed to collect openended feedback.

4.2. Results
A measure of the liveliness of a discussion is the number of
speaker changes. Figure 4 shows the average number of
speaker changes per minute during the discussion for the
three frame-rate conditions. The low-update condition
resulted in fewer speaker changes than the full-motion
condition, while the gesture-sensitive condition achieved a
similar number of speaker changes.
Figure 5 shows the results of the questionnaire. Table 1
lists the survey questions. Note that the gesture-sensitive
condition was more effective in supporting floor control
than the low-update condition. Questions on engagement
and enjoyment showed less difference between the three
conditions, indicating perhaps that these awareness metrics
are less sensitive to frame rate. Overall, the gesturesensitive and the full-motion condition were judged to be
useful to the discussion while the low-update condition was
not.

7. usefulness

low update

Figure 5. Survey results. Graph shows the average of
users’ responses to the statements in Table 1. A response
of 1 corresponds to strongly disagree, 4 corresponds to
neutral, and 7 corresponds to strongly agree.
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Utility

speaker change per minute

5

1. This condition did not limit your ability to
request for floor (signal your desire to speak)
2. This condition did not limit your ability to
judge when others want to speak
3. You were engaged (absorbed) in the
discussion under this condition
4. Other people were engaged (absorbed) in
the discussion under this condition
5. You enjoyed the discussion under this
condition
6. Other people enjoyed the discussion under
this condition
7. Overall this condition was useful for the
discussion

Table 1. Survey questions posed to the users.

5. DISCUSSION
Figure 5 shows that participants viewed the low-update
condition as ineffective for floor control, and yet Figure 4
shows that the three frame rate conditions did not result in
as large a difference in the speaker changes as Figure 5
might suggest. To explain this finding, we define two
terms, floor holding time and floor change latency. The
floor holding time is the time between speaker changes,
which is about 20 seconds on average in our user study.
The floor change latency is the time between when a person
requests to speak and when that person begins to speak.
The floor change latency introduced by the video medium
is on average 2.5 seconds for the low-update condition and
33 milliseconds for the full-motion and the gesturesensitive condition. Since the additional latency introduced
by the low-update condition is a small percentage of the
floor holding time, we should not see a large decrease in
the number of speaker changes even though participants
felt that the low-update condition was ineffective for floor
control.
If the frame rate in the low-update condition were
decreased to the order of the floor holding time, then we
would expect a large decrease in the number of speaker
changes. On the other hand, if the floor holding time were
significantly longer than 20 seconds, as is the case in a
more formal discussion or lecture, then we may not be able
to measure any difference between the three conditions in
terms of speaker change.
A common complaint about the low-update and the
gesture-sensitive condition is that people can be caught at a
moment that makes them look silly, typically in the middle
of a movement, with the consequence of all the participants
laughing. This effect may be minimized if the time when
the camera will take the next shot can be indicated to the
user, perhaps by a graphical count-down indicator.
Hand raising is the predominant social protocol for
requesting to speak in a classroom, but it is not always
required for effective floor control. When the participants
know each other well, they learn to thread their comments
or questions between the natural breaks in the current
speaker’s utterance; thus audio conferencing alone may
suffice under these conditions. In a pilot study, we asked
groups of four people who knew each other well to
participate in our study. Unlike our main study, these
participants were not told of any hand-raising protocol. We
found that the participants often did not look at the videos.
They would start to speak as soon as the current speaker
pauses.
Even when participants always raise their hands to
request to speak, floor control also depends on other
signals. An experienced speaker, for example, monitors the
listeners’ gaze, facial expressions, and body positions. If
listeners appear to be confused, the speaker may pause and
invite a question or comment from the audience. Unlike
full-motion
videoconferencing,
gesture-sensitive

conferencing is ineffective at transmitting gaze, facial
expressions, and high-frequency body movements. One
way to minimize this shortcoming is to detect the natural
pauses in a speaker’s delivery and stream at full-motion
during these pauses. Speakers tend to not look at the
listeners during an utterance but to look at them at the end
of the utterance [2], presumably to check for feedback from
the audience. Streaming during the speech pauses may
offer enough visual feedback to allow a speaker to adapt to
the audience. We plan to conduct user studies to verify or
refute this speculation.
Instead of gesture-sensitive conferencing, an alternative
improvement to low-frame-rate conferencing is to allow
students to use a keyboard to signal the desire to speak, for
instance by overlaying the student’s image with an iconic
representation of a raised hand. However, instructors in a
face-to-face classroom expect a spectrum of different
gestures, from the hesitantly raised hand to the must-speakimmediately thrust. It is unclear how to effectively map
different gestures to graphical icons and whether such a
system will be easy to learn and use. Given that
congenitally blind children make gestures similar to those
of sighted children, even when they know the listener is
blind [12], the ability to make and interpret gestures may be
inborn; thus, a system that conveys gestures in their natural
form may have a biological performance advantage.

6. CONCLUSION
Multiparty videoconferencing with even a small number of
people is often infeasible due to the high network
bandwidth required.
Commodity videoconferencing
products often compete in the maximum visual fidelity of a
single video stream that they can deliver. Our research
explores the minimum visual fidelity necessary for
videoconferencing to be effective. Our contributions are
(1) the design and implementation of a gesture-sensitive
videoconferencing system and (2) a user study on the effect
of frame rate on small-group discussions in a remote
classroom environment.
The three frame-rate are (i) full-motion, which conveys
facial expressions, gestures, and postures, (ii) gesturesensitive, which conveys gestures and postures, and (iii)
low-update, which conveys postures. Our data suggests
that conveying postures alone is insufficient for small
group discussions due to difficulties with floor control.
Our data also suggests that conveying gestures in addition
to postures is a viable option if limited bandwidth would
otherwise prevent using videoconferencing at all.
Our gesture-sensitive videoconferencing software is
available for download at [29]. For future work, we plan to
incorporate more sophisticated computer vision modules to
detect head and eye movements so that these signals can
also be selectively transmitted.
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